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while Jack St. Bride arrives unintentionally within the sleepy New England city of Salem Falls,
Salem Falls he comes to a decision to reinvent himself. Tall, blond, and handsome, Jack was a
liked instructor and football trainer at a girls' prep university -- until eventually a student's weigh
down sparked a powder keg of accusation and robbed him of his reputation. Now, operating for
minimal salary washing dishes for Addie Peabody on the Do-Or-Diner, Jack buries his past,
content material to develop into the mysterious stranger who has seemed out of the blue. With
ghosts of her personal haunting her, Addie Peabody is as wary round males as Jack St. Bride is
round women. yet as this unassuming stranger steps easily into the diner's day-by-day routine,
she reveals him becoming simply as very easily inside of her center -- and slowly, a gentle,
therapeutic love takes carry among them.Yet planting roots in Salem Falls might end up fateful
for Jack. Amid the white-painted centuries-old churches, a quartet of bored, privileged teenage
ladies have shaped a coven that's crossing the road among enjoyment and malicious intent. fast
to note the sexy new worker at Addie's diner, the ladies flip Jack's international the wrong way
up with a shattering allegation that explanations historical past to copy itself -- and forces Jack
to proclaim his innocence as soon as again. without warning not anything in Salem Falls is
because it seems: a secure haven turns dangerous, an blameless woman meets evil face-toface, a dishwasher with a Ph.D. is published to be an ex-con. As Jack's hidden earlier catches
up with him, the seams of this tiny city start to tear, and the rising fact turns into a slippery notion
written in colours of gray. Now Addie, determined for answers, needs to check out her middle -and into Jack's lies andshadowy secrets and techniques -- for proof that would condemn or
redeem the fellow she has come to love.
Reviewed for THC ReviewsSalem Falls was once my first learn by way of Jodi Picoult, and i've
to say, it didn't disappoint. It used to be an intriguing, multi-layered, dramatic tale steeped in
small-town Salem Falls secrets and techniques and lies. Salem Falls was once encouraged via
Arthur Miller's The Crucible, a narrative which i have not read, yet approximately which i am
now curious. In her interview on the finish of the book, Ms. Picoult talks approximately how she
desired to replace The Crucible, but additionally desired to inform a narrative approximately how
lies frequently unfold speedier than the reality and the way it may be more straightforward to
think these lies. i feel the writer succeeded fantastically in her mission. I reflect on myself to be a
stunning open-minded individual and wish to think that i might be extra like Addie, but when I
have been within the footwear of the townspeople or jurors within the story, i am not solely
definite i might have believed Jack's tale either. Even Addie and the few folks who ended up on
Jack's facet had their doubts approximately his innocence initially. I additionally felt Salem Falls
that Ms. Picoult utilized a truly mild hand and a good process while tackling the doubtless
debatable issues of witchcraft and rape. by some means the writer drew the whole lot and
gamers jointly to craft an creative tale that stored me engrossed throughout.Salem Falls a great
deal has an ensemble cast, however the tale fairly facilities round Jack St. Bride. He used to be
a revered instructor at a girls' prep school, till a fateful occasion replaced his lifestyles forever. A
pupil allowed her father and different authority figures to think she'd had a sexual dating with
Jack, which ultimately resulted in him being charged with statutory rape. pondering that they

had no likelihood of profitable if the case went to trial, Jack's lawyer urged him to just accept a
plea discount within which he could plead accountable to a lesser charge. even supposing Jack
hated doing it, he determined it was once higher than the choice in the event that they have
been to lose. the tale starts with Jack being published from felony after spending 8 months
there, and now he is attempting to start a brand new lifestyles whereas operating as a
dishwasher in a small-town diner. From the beginning, i discovered Jack to be a truly
sympathetic personality who certainly obtained a uncooked deal. i feel an unjust cost of sexual
attack can smash a guy extra completely then possibly the other crime, and we see all of the
ways that it impacts his life, Salem Falls leader between them that almost a complete city turns
opposed to him. Jack is defined as bodily appealing with an enthralling personality, yet what
made him such a lot beautiful to me used to be his intelligence. He has a PhD in history, and he
is an incredible minutiae buff who can resolution approximately each Jeopardy query correctly.
whereas Jack at the start attempted to maintain to himself, his being concerned aspect
confirmed via in his observance and intuitiveness of the folk round him. the writer provides
layers to Jack's personality via telling his lifestyles tale backwards in flashbacks the entire long
ago till the day he was once born. every one little snippet further whatever to his personality to
aid the reader see what made him the fellow he used to be within the present.Another approach
that the writer fleshes out Jack's personality is thru his romantic courting along with his boss and
diner owner, Addie Peabody. Addie has suffered via a number of tragic occasions in her life,
considered one of that may have given her each cause on this planet to not belief Jack, yet she
does anyway, even after she reveals out approximately his stint in prison. while the worst occurs
and Jack is accused of rape a moment time, Addie before everything has a few doubts,
pondering if she might have been fallacious approximately him. She embarks on a fact-finding
project of her own, which finally convinces her of Jack's innocence on all Salem Falls counts.
From there, she turns into his steadfast rock all through all of the turmoil of the trial. i believe a
wide a part of her loyalty lies in her gratefulness to Jack for altering her life. while she and Jack
first met, Addie appeared completely sane and general at the outside, yet inside, she's
nonetheless buried within the soreness of the earlier and having a troublesome time letting go.
This grief manifests itself in an strange means which leaves some of the townspeople
contemplating her as loopy Addie. Jack sees underneath all that and Salem Falls will get to the
guts of the matter, aiding Addie to eventually positioned her demons to rest, and within the
process, he additionally is helping her father who has a slightly sordid heritage with alcohol.As i
discussed before, Salem Falls has a really diverse personality palette and the reader will get to
event the tale from many various angles. subsequent most crucial after Jack and Addie are the
4 ladies who deliver the second one rape allegation opposed to Jack. The de facto chief of the
group, Gillian, is the instigator of pretty well all in their exploits and the one that prompt that they
shape their very own coven. the various issues they do as a gaggle are rather benign, whereas
others, specifically Gillian accusing Jack of raping her, have far-reaching effects. Gillian is
nearly Salem Falls as layered of a personality as Jack and Addie. many of the time, i wished to
dislike her, simply because i used to be relatively definite Jack did not do what she used to be
accusing him of. on the comparable time, while every little thing comes full-circle on the end, I
felt sorry for her and needed there might have been a special finishing for her. there have been
certainly extra secrets and techniques that had to come out. one other stand-out personality is
Jack's security attorney, Jordan. i believe he is going via somewhat a mid-life concern while he
is requested to step in because the court-appointed council. i do know a few humans
contemplate felony attorneys as evil, as Salem Falls a result of how they usually may be able to

convince a jury to acquit an individual who's as to blame as sin, yet i assumed Jordan placed a
solid face on his profession. Readers get to work out that he does it simply because he feels
that everybody merits their day in courtroom and nearly as good of a protection as he can
muster. more often than not he does not fairly care even if his customer is responsible or
innocent, yet with Jack, this adjustments somewhat. as soon as Jordan quite all started
procuring Jack's innocence, i feel he labored that a lot more durable to ensure Jack wasn't
despatched to legal again. Jordan additionally will get to re-light a romance with Selena, his
most sensible investigator and previous lover. We additionally get a balanced view by way of
seeing the opposite aspect of the court docket during the eyes of Matt, the prosecutor, who's
both decided to not enable what he perceives as an injustice to occur. there are various
different secondary characters who construct a colourful solid and produce town of Salem Falls
to life. In fact, the POV alterations approx. each to 3 pages, which at first, was once a bit not
easy to follow. I saved forgetting who convinced characters were. With a bit additional focus, i
used to be eventually capable of hold everybody straight, and within the end, it used to be well
worth the effort. the way in which all their lives slowly intertwined right into a complicated net
used to be completely intriguing.In a few ways, i believe Jodi Picoult took a tremendous hazard
through Salem Falls Salem Falls developing a guy who was once accused of rape, not only
once, yet twice, because the real victim, yet i Salem Falls believe it paid off in spades. i might by
no means in one million years reduce the trauma skilled through genuine rape victims, and that i
comprehend that there are numerous who've by no means gotten justice for the crimes devoted
opposed to them. However, we should not omit that there's a turn aspect to the coin during
which a few alleged perpetrators didn't dedicate the crime of which they are accused and a few
have even performed detention center time for it. In my opinion, Jack's case a really plausible
chain of occasions that simply can have occurred to a guy in genuine lifestyles lower than
comparable circumstances. very like the townspeople or even his lover, Addie, I sometimes
doubted Jack's innocence. greater than once, I requested myself, “Did he ultimately develop
Salem Falls into the monster they made him out Salem Falls to be?” i feel this was once all a
part of the wonderful thing about the storytelling, simply because we, because the readers, get
to adventure either side of what was once happening. i discovered my first foray into Jodi
Picoult's paintings to be a hugely pleasant dinner party for the intellect. It was once an intense,
thought-provoking drama which i am nonetheless mulling over hours after turning the ultimate
page. Salem Falls isn't really even one among Ms. Picoult's maximum rated books overall, so i
will simply imagine that a few of her different books are even larger than this one, even if that is
tricky to visualize after such an grand read.
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